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Running the 6 reactors inside a dome that started a couple workshops ago.   Checking for 

light when switch off the motors.   The measuring instruments can't measure MagGrav of 

plasma, but electron flow when the fields reduce enough for electrons to flow.  Breathing 

in Nano dust by accident contains huge energy.  If you touch Gans or Nano energy 

transfers immediately because of fields.   Superconductors with this technology.  Gans 

sings, hear it.  Tele-transport done inside free plasma (the bubble in side the reactors seen 

some workshop ago).  "Beam me up Scotty" coming in a real sense.   Those who have 

purified enough, become humble enough can hear the sound of the soul. (1:12).  When 

meet aliens you meet at a common denominator in the soul.   If they understand, we are 

talking about whole new dimension of materials.  The jump to computers was small in 

comparison.  They cannot stop the development.   CO2 kits $13 + shipping $5, Pain Pads 

$39 + shipping.  Profit margin means 50%  goes back to Foundation and free unit to poor.  

Working on an energy unit in China. Power Charger for mobile phones.  Working on 

MagGrav detector units.  Production is starting.  Any Problems contact 

info@keshefoundation.com.  (1:43).   Neural system sends voltage to tissue, information 

transfer is not the only job, it sends MagGrav plasmatic info for production of matter.  A 

cell is made in the Kidney in conjunction with blood and neural flows (info for 

reproduction of cells a certain current produces specific cell).  Falsity about brain only 

using 5%.  Actually brain is constantly providing current of plasmatic MagGrav 

conditions for maintaining conditions to produce needed matter/cells.   Through the RNA 

it changes the DNA.   No need for stem cells or transplants.   

Plasma detectors, do we need to translate it to electronic system, could do it with color 

change of Gans. Each color means a strength or position in Universe.   Dry the Gans 

quickly with light bulb.  Dry Gans filled with energy. Patents open, will not be needed in 

future, Tesla Electric car opened patents to public.    University will teach everything at 

once, specializing later.   There are exams but you can't fail, you study what you like to 

do.    Mike Nashif, started growing seeds with Gans.   Can reverse genetic modifications 

of Masanto's to seeds.   The guy (deferescence) wrote the patent in such a way the it 

made public the new technology.    Mike came on to explain his experiment, Keshe told 

him not to limit his mind about himself.   (work on these systems in the Dark).   He will 

achieve lift with his experiment.  (break up of voice).   

Seeds in cups (3:05), plant some seeds in regular way to compare.  Gans field absorption 

grows different in Natural environment.    Mike is creating different Gans with 

electrodes.   Sharing the knowledge worldwide. 

 


